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Message from the President
With the first issue of the PIA newsletter for 2014, we have an excellent opportunity to inform members 
of the plans we have for this year. The main themes will be Education & Training and Energy Efficiency 
initiatives on pumping systems.

We have had an initial meeting in Melbourne at John Crane Australia in February. In addition, we 
are making plans to visit Brisbane and Perth during the year, before we begin a program of events in 
November, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Association originally formed as APMA in 1964. 
More details are included in the body of the newsletter and we hope everyone will support the functions 
we organise in this very significant year ahead.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron Astall
President – PIA

1) PIA Activities
a) General Meeting - John Crane Australia Pty Ltd - 11 February 2014
For the first General Meeting to be held in 2014, PIA was very pleased to accept an invitation from John Crane to hold it at 
their Head Office in Sunshine. Steve Tolhurst and Frankie Camilleri were on hand to greet Victorian members and some 
interstate visitors to the premises which is set up for sales, assembly and servicing of mechanical seals in Australia.  The 
meeting included an update on PIA activities by Ron Astall and an outline of the plans for 2014, while Keith Sanders presented 
the results of the recent Member Survey on a PP program. This was followed by a presentation from Steve Tolhurst on the 
operations of JCA in the country. Finally, members were provided with some insights into sales communication systems 
in the modern world of the internet. This was provided by Russell Moore from Industrial Sales Training, with a theme of 
The Super Seven which outlined seven key points of information required of modern day Sales Teams that will allow 
management to remotely receive, interpret & monitor performance in today’s expanding Sales Territories.

The formal meeting was wound up with a visit to the JCA workshop where significant investment has been made in new 
machinery to meet the latest requirements for high quality manufacturing in this activity. The Association is grateful to JCA 
for their hospitality in the wild, wild west of Somerville Rd.  

b) Breakfast Meeting - Carlton Football Club - 26 March 2014 
Consistent with our plans to provide better information and training opportunities to members during 2014, PIA organised a 
Breakfast Meeting on 26 March which attracted about 30 participants. Ron Astall opened the program which ran for about 
2 hours and included a presentation from Suresh Nadarajah from IbisWorld to inform members about the services which 
are available to the Association and in particular the market for pumps in Australia. IbisWorld have their own specialist 
analysts and can provide reports on Industries and individual companies. However, the initial service selected by PIA 

is limited to Australian Industry reports, including one on the 
Pump & Compressor market.  For more information contact 
Keith Sanders.

After a hearty breakfast, Ron introduced Bernhard Wittmer of 
KSB Frankenthal, who presented a very interesting paper on 
the innovation developed by KSB to address Energy Efficiency 
legislation currently being framed in Europe. Based on the 
Q&A session afterwards, it is evident this topic was of strong 
interest to many of the engineers present and should provide a 
pathway for Australia moving forward. 

Congratulations to all involved in this event; it ran like clockwork!
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2) Executive Officer Reports
a) Publications – Alan Rowan

During  January/February a review of the Pump Technical Handbook for next printing was completed. However  
work on the changes  required has been put on hold as a reprint is some way off. We are currently working on the 
‘Installation & Commissioning Course’ with emphasis on the preparation of a Power Point presentation on the theory 
part of the course which is well advanced. This will be followed by the planning for the practical part of the course, 
which is expect to be completed late February/early March 2014

b) Standards - Ken Kugler

1. AS2941 – 2013. The FP008 Committee is receiving considerable unfavourable comment about controller 
issues particularly in regard to batteries and battery chargers. However, nothing directly related to the pump 
section has been raised.  Work is currently being undertaken to design a  Check List for Firepump installations. 
This is about 50% complete

2. AS2419.1 – “Fire hydrant installation” has been issued for public comment. Section 6 refers to Pumpsets which 
will be reviewed and commented on as considered necessary. Comment closes 2nd April.

3. AS1851 – 2012 Routine service of fire protection equipment.

 Regrettably neither FP008 nor the PIA were involved in the development of the standard.

 The yearly service schedule item 3.2 (a)(i) reads: Run the pumpset at shut off (zero flow) for 10 min to allow 
all equipment to attain normal operating temperature. This caused an international engineering contractor to 
clarify whether they should shut off flow from the circulation relief valve. Further report/discussion is necessary 
on this issue, to avoid damage to Firepumps during servicing.

4. FPAA Fire pump  seminars have been held in capital cities during February. PIA attended in Melbourne to get 
a better understanding of how the new standard was being received by FPAA members

c) Marketing & Statistics - Keith Sanders
1. Conducting Member survey- This was undertaken in December and some 28 members responded. It appears 

members are generally satisfied with PIA activities, although some concerns were raised about the effectiveness 
of some meetings and the level of statistical information that PIA was able to provide. A more detailed report 
has been submitted to the Secretary for display on the website.

2. Arrangements with IbisWorld - after investigation of commercial companies monitoring the Pump Industry, a 
proposal to join IbisWorld as a member has been approved by Council. It is hoped this will give us access to 
more comprehensive data on the pump market and still provide information on import and export statistics. 
Quarterly reports will be issued on how the market is developing. More specific information can be provided to 
members on a request basis via the Secretary.

3.  Efforts to promote cooperation with affiliates of the Association (ABCB, ARBS and AMCA) have been undertaken 
in the quarter, but these will be covered under separate items in the Newsletter.

4.  PIA is making contact with Universities and TAFE colleges in an effort to improve communication and develop 
closer ties for future career planning & recruitment purposes. 

3) ABCB project Improvement of Section J5 of National Construction Code
The workgroup formed to review Section J5 of the NCC wound up its recommendations at the end of January. We 
take this opportunity to thank Tony Kersten, Martin O’Connor and Chris Dayton for their contributions in this project.  It 
is regrettable to report that several of the recommendations submitted by PIA were not adopted, but it is anticipated 
that some key issues will be addressed over time as future dialogue with members of the workgroup takes place. 
ABCB has issued an update on the progress of this initiative. We have been advised that the recommended changes 
proposed for NCC 2015 were considered by the ABCB’s Building Codes Committee (BCC) in early March and members 
agreed to the changes being included in the Public Comment Draft for NCC 2015. The Public Comment Draft becomes 
available for release at the beginning of June and the comment period lasts about 8 weeks. This Draft will have some 
modifications from the version previously provided for Part J5, due to some further editorial queries raised by the ABCB 
drafting team. PIA will remain in contact with ABCB to inform members of the outcome in due course.
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4) ARBS Expo – May 2014

PIA has also been invited to make a presentation within the seminar program organised by ARBS. Ron Astall, 
Ken Kugler and Keith Sanders will be presenting a combined paper on pumps with the themes of pump selection, 
firepump codes and pump testing standards. This presentation will be on the first day of the Expo and will commence 
at 10.00 am. For more information please contact Kevin Wilson or Keith Sanders.

5) Pump Market Overview
Our membership of IbisWold has given the Association access to their report C2451 - Pumps & Compressors - Jan 
2014, which takes a comprehensive snapshot of the market in Australia.  An extract of this report is shown below:- 

As a result, PIA will no longer produce the Import Export report provided to members in recent years.

This information is available from IbisWorld and they use the same source data. It should be noted they include some 
product categories not previously covered in PIA reports but the trends are similar.

 

PIA has booked Poster Stand 23 for the duration of this 
event, in order to promote the competence of members 
active in the Building Services sector. Space is available 
if any members wish to work with PIA in this event. 
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There has also been an analysis of the product breakdown and this is shown in the pie chart below

If any members wishes to obtain more specific information, they should contact Kevin Wilson, outlining what they 
would like to know. However, we are not authorised to provide copies of Report C 2451 directly to members.

6) New Members
• Monkey Media - well known to members as a result of the magazine Pump Industry, Chris Bland has applied 

for Associate membership of the Association and Council approved this at the March Council meeting. Welcome 
aboard.

• H. E. Brehaut Pty Ltd (HEBCO) - was accepted as a member at the same meeting. The company was founded as 
a motor manufacturing business on July 4th 1933 by Herbert Edward Brehaut. In 1972, John Brehaut, Herbert’s son, 
took over the running of the business after his father retired and ran the company until 2010. At that time, Rodger 
Brehaut accepted the challenge of managing the business after having served for more than 10 years with the 
company. Rodger marks the 3rd generation of the family business in its 78 year history.

7) News from Members
a) Aussie Pumps introduces a diesel driven fire-pumps

b) Brown Bros – New appointment

Aussie Pumps’ Brad Farrugia, pictured with one of the new diesel 
firepumps, says “diesel pumps are intrinsically safer and more fuel efficient 
than petrol equivalents”. Australian Pump Industry launched their “Fire 
Ready” programme this season. They produce a full range of Yanmar 
diesel engine powered pumps, designed specifically for professional fire 
fighting units. Further information on the Aussie diesel drive fire pumps 
and their intrinsic safety features is available from Australian Pump Gold 
Distributors around Australia and online at www.aussiepumps.com.au

Brown Brothers Engineers Australia Pty Ltd has announced the 
appointment of David Seaman in the role of Business Development 
Manager, based in the Sydney Office. David brings with him a wealth 
of industry experience with a successful track record of developing 
and implementing strategic plans across various market segments and 
achieving significant growth in branded products,  including well known 
Lowara, Goulds, Hydrovar, Vogel, Layne Bowler and Sakuragawa 
pumps.
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c) Dynapumps

d) Strategic Achievement – Training in Indonesia and Nigeria

e) WEG – VSD with In-built SoftPLC

Dynapumps was once again part of this year’s 
Australasian Oil and Gas Expo. The AOG was held for 
three days spanning Wednesday the 19th to Friday the 
21st of February at the Perth Convention Exhibition 
Centre. 2014 was the largest and busiest AOG event 
staged to date, the event saw 12,000 visitors through 
the doors – a 27% increase on 2013 numbers. This year 
Dynapumps displayed products from Netzsch, Grundfos, 
FMC, Graco, Seko, Sulzer, Borger and the two new 
additions to the Dynapumps family; Leistritz and Tuthill. 
Dynapumps staff and supplier representatives engaged 
with visitors throughout the expo.

Two very different countries with very different training needs. A major 
challenge in Indonesia is dealing with the language barrier and the 
natural reserved culture of Indonesians. The trainer needs to adopt 
techniques to ensure that participants are absorbing the material 
correctly.

With English being the national language in Nigeria, this is not an issue. 
The Nigerian attendees also leave you in no doubt as to whether or not 
they understand something. If they don’t understand something they 
let you know loud and clear. Glenn’s experience allows him to deal with 
both situations,

WEG Australia recently launched the CFW500, which is the latest 
series in variable speed drives. It caters for three-phase induction 
motor control in the range of 0.18kW to 7.5kW (soon expanding to 
15kW), suitable for either single-phase or three-phase input power 
supplies.

With high performance, flexibility and simplicity in mind, the CFW500 
series is designed to be versatile for centrifugal and process pumps, 
fans and compressors. For more information on the CFW500 series 
please visit www.weg.net/au

8) Forthcoming Programs and Events
PIA has a busy program for 2014 and we urge you to make a note of these key dates later in the year.

Tues. 13 May 2014 - General Meeting in Brisbane at Riverside Receptions - After getting an update on the PIA activities 
year to date we hope to provide some interesting presentations. We have invited guest speaker  Chris Tritton - Queensland 
President of Assn of Hydraulic Services Consultants Australia to address the meeting. It should be a good evening. 

Tues. 12 Aug 2014 - General Meeting in Perth: the venue will be ITT Blakers Head Office - 29 Paramount Drive Wangara, 
Western Australia 6065

Tues. 11 Nov 2014 - Seminar & AGM - 50th Anniversary celebrations begin

• Afternoon - Seminar at Engineers Australia - A call for papers will be released in August 2014. A speaker from BPMA 
has been invited to act as Keynote speaker on this occasion and we hope to confirm this shortly.   

• Evening - AGM/Reception at the Hotham Room A&B at Mercure Hotel in Flemington to celebrate 50th anniversary of 
the formation of the Association.
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The AGM will commence at 5.30 pm on this occasion and the formalities are 
expected to be complete by 6.30 pm. This will be followed by a cocktail party 
to mark the 50th anniversary of the formation of the Pump Association in 
Australia. This will be largely a social occasion and we hope to see as many 
members as possible in attendance. 

• Cost to members will be $45.00 per head.

• Life Members and spouses are invited to attend as guests of the 
Association.

Mark the date in your diary to ensure you keep the evening free.

Wed. 12 Nov 2014 - Dinner Cruise on Yarra – Yarra Empress

It is “all aboard” the Yarra Empress for a dinner cruise for 4 hours to take in the sights on Melbourne’s famous river. The 
cruise includes a sit-down buffet dinner and full bar for the cruise duration.  Bookings are strictly limited and we suggest 
you consider booking a table for your group to ensure you can enjoy this exciting event with your industry colleagues. More 
information will be provided nearer the time, but this promises to be a great occasion for members, their spouses and any 
guests they may wish to bring along. 

The cost is $110.00 per person for all 
 levels of membership (including Life Members)

Note from the Editor:
Pump Industry magazine is hoping to produce a feature article on the History of our Association to coincide 
with the 50th anniversary celebrations in November. Now is the time to look in your archives to dig out those 
old photos or pieces of your company history that can be included in this article. The manufacture of pumps in 
Australia occurred as far back as 1871, so there is really something to talk about if only we can get everyone 
on board to provide a little bit of treasure from their bottom draw.



	  

	  

	   	  

	  


